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Side table ‘step‘,
Design Julian Sterz.

L&C stendal

Desk ‘startup‘, Design Oliver Ringel and chair ‘weimar‘,
Design L.&C. Arnold and brothers H. & B. Rasch.

Standing desk ‘stendby‘,
Design Oliver Ringel.

Side table ‘disko‘,
Design Julian Sterz.

Bauhaus on the upswing
“Not the form in itself can be the goal, instead the form needs to adapt to existing
circumstances as a ‘servant’ because only from quality of life, true form intensity
can accrue,” Ludwig Mies van der Rohe.
TEXT: NANE STEINHOFF I PHOTOS: JULIAN STERZ, JÖRN SUNDERBRINK

The Stuttgart Werkbund Exhibition from
1927, which is essential for Bauhaus and
was hosted by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe,
will celebrate its 90th anniversary in 2017.
The former basic idea to combine art and
craft to create a clear, yet functional language of form is a guiding principle for L&C
stendal’s product development to this day.
“We try to bring the Bauhaus’ basic ideas
in line with today’s lived aesthetics and
the corresponding demands on living and
working. For this, we constantly seek cooperation with innovative designers like
Oliver Ringel with whom we developed
a beautiful, new product last year - our
‘startup’ desk. Our time is on the upswing,
change is omnipresent and the ‘old’ can
only endure when it finds use at present,
while contributing to a new quality of life.
This is exactly our demand on our products,” explains a member of L&C stendal’s
executive board.
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With a corporate culture that has existed
for 145 years, L&C stendal belongs to the
few remaining German furniture manufactories that have stayed close to their
roots and their formative influences and
still exclusively produce in Germany. The
company did not let political or economic
changes interfere with its chosen path and
learned that allowing changes also means
enabling sustainable improvement and,
thus, success.
L&C stendal’s new models are all different,
yet they show the company’s clear hallmarks: clean lines, functional design and
high-quality craftsmanship. With the side
table series ‘step’ and ‘disko’, L&C adapts
to the demand for practical, high-quality
furniture that can be quickly grabbed, as
well as minimised, great for increasingly
small rooms. Flexibility and agility in form
– here, design is thought through to the
smallest detail.

Carefully chromed tubular steel is still
paramount in office rooms. The love for
material and the aspiration to combine
aesthetics with functionality is apparent
in Oliver Ringel’s ‘stendby’ standing desk.
Contemporary working wants to be lived
and this multifunctional standing workstation enables it, while unobtrusively offering everything what one might search
for at any given moment.
It seems no wonder that L&C stendal has
been awarded the 2016 German Design
Award in the ‘Special’ category for the
armchair ‘bully’. Small, comfortable, easy
to handle, with removable padding and
flexible colour design – an armchair that
meets high demands. Not more, not less.
www.lc-stendal.de

Armchair ‘bully‘, 2016 German Design Award category ‘Special‘,
Design Julian Sterz.

